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Dark Harbor
The much-anticipated release of this new collection of poems features the author's
attention to form as well as wit and intelligence as he takes on a wide variety of
subjects in eighty-nine poems.

Collected Poems
First published in 1976, this astonishing anthology from two U.S. Poet Laureates,
Charles Simic and Mark Strand, compiles a selection of the finest translated
literature of the time, showcasing the then-little-known writers who had a profound
influence on the current generation of poets.

Blood, Tin, Straw
It's a nervy thing for an anthology to label itself Best New Poets, but once again the
collection lives up to its name. It's a rich and readable selection, reflecting no partyline aesthetic, and attesting to the formidable promise of the emerging generation.
--David Wojahn.

Almost Invisible
Spanning the full range of the poet's career, a new compilation of poetry ranges
from 1964's Sleeping with One Eye Open, to The Continuous Life and the Pulitzer
Prize-winning Blizzard of One, to his most recent collection, Man and Camel.
Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

New and Selected Poems
Brazil, according to no less an observer than Elizabeth Bishop, is a country where
poets hold a place of honor: "The name of the 'poet' is sometimes used as a
compliment or term of affection, even if the person referred to is . . . not a poet at
all." In a culture such as this, where poets are indeed acknowledged as treasures,
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it is difficult to overestimate the importance of Brazil's national poet, Carlos
Drummond de Andrade. "World so wide, world so large, / my heart's even larger":
Drummond was a master of transforming the ordinary world, through language,
into the sublime. His poems - musical protests, twisted hymns, dissonant
celebrations of imperfection - are transcriptions of life itself, recorded by a
magnanimous outcast. As he put it in his "Seven-Sided Poem": "When I was born,
one of those twisted / angels who live in the shadows said: / 'Carlos, get ready to
be a misfit in life!!'" Multitudinous Heart, the most generous selection of
Drummond's poems available in English, gathers work from the various phases of
this restless, brilliant modernist's career. Richard Zenith's authoritative selection
and beautifully rendered translation bring us a more vivid and surprising poet than
we knew - one of the century's greatest.

Unarmed and Dangerous
Gathers poems from Stanley Kunitz, including poems from his later years such as
"Halley's Comet" and "My Mother's Pears"

Blizzard of One
Stranger by Night
Mark Strand is the author of nine books of poems, including Blizzard of One, winner
of the 1998 Pulitzer Prize. He was the Poet Laureate of the United States in 1990,
and currently teaches at the Committee on Social Thought at the University of
Chicago. He lives in Chicago.

New Selected Poems
The Night Book
Hopper
Presents a collection of poems whose imagery draws upon the elements of "blood,"
"tin," "straw," "fire," and "light"

Best New Poets 2006
The celebrated eleventh book of poems by Galway Kinnell. The book’s title derives
from Walt Whitman’s “Last Invocation”: “Strong is your hold O mortal flesh, /
Strong is your hold O love.” In this striking collection, Kinnell gives us poems of
intermingling with the natural world, love poems and evocations of sexuality,
poems about his father, his children, poet friends, poet heroes, and mythic figures.
Included also is “When the Towers Fell,” his stunning requiem for those who died in
the World Trade Center on 9/11.
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Collected Poems
The Pulitzer Prizewinning poet discusses art and the nature of poetry, the link
between photography and words, the eternal nature of the lyric, four American
perspectives on Mount Parnassus, and much more in this insightful collection of
essays.

Looking for Poetry
The rising moon sees a little girl who is afraid of the night and sends down a
special moonbeam to show her the many wondrous things to see during the dark
hours.

New & Selected Poems
Carlos Drummond de Andrade, one of the most revered Brazilian poets of the
twentieth century, was born in 1902 in a small mining town; he died in Rio de
Janeiro in 1987. His poems are, for the most part, bittersweet evocations of a smalltown childhood, or, more emblematically, remorseful accounts of a lost world or
simply discreet and sometimes ironic views of the way things are. Songs from the
Quechua are translated from Spanish version of the folk poetry of the Quechua
Indians of South America, collected and transcribed in the nineteenth century by
priests and, more recently, by anthropologists. They convey a degree of
tenderness that is unusual in any poetry. Rafael Alberti was born in 1902 in Spain
and was in exile in Argentina during the Spanish Civil War. He died in 1999. These
fifty poems provide an ample introduction to one of the twentieth century's great
poets. -- From publisher's description.

The Late Hour
A collection of interconnected poems reflects a wide range of moods and changes
of tone

Selected Poems
Luke meets a Missing Person and an Unknown Soldier on the planet where lost
things are found.

The Changing Light at Sandover
Spanning the full range of the poet's career, a new compilation of poetry ranges
from 1964's Sleeping with One Eye Open, to The Continuous Life and the Pulitzer
Prize-winning Blizzard of One, to his most recent collection, Man and Camel.
Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

The Planet of Lost Things
100 Great Poems of the Twentieth Century
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Denise Levertov's Selected Poems delivers in a single accessible volume "one of
the essential poets of our time" (Poetry Flash). Culled from two dozen poetry
books, and drawing from six decades of her writing life, The Selected Poems of
Denise Levertov offers a chronological overview of her great body of work. It is
splendid and impressive to have at last a clear, unobstructed view of her groundbreaking poetry—the work of a poet who, as Kenneth Rexroth put it, "more than
anyone, led the redirection of American poetryto the mainstream of world
literature." Described by Publishers Weekly as "at once as intimate as Creeley and
as visionary as Duncan," Levertov was lauded as "one of the indispensable poets of
our language, one of those few writers to whom it is necessary to pay attention" by
The Malahat Review. No poet is more overdue for a single accessible volume; no
career could be better to have within easy reach.

New Selected Poems
Reveals the poet's impressions of human destinies and his thoughts on life's
meaning

The Story of Our Lives
A latest collection by the U.S. Poet Laureate and Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Blizzard of One is comprised of whimsical, prose-style dramas that explore the
receding vista of life while posing eloquent, riddle-like conundrums about the
human condition.

Selected Poems
The Monument
Selected poems of Mark Strand. Ediz. araba
A new collection of poetry celebrates the transience, oddities, and lasting beauty of
life and its mysteries.

Man and Camel
"This is a Borzoi book published by Alfred A. Knopf"

Reasons for Moving
"These three titles were originally published separately: Reasons for moving and
Darker, Atheneum; and The Sargentville notebook, Burning Desk"--T.p. verso.

Passing Through
Wyatt Prunty's poems have been described as "quiet, reflective, and of unexpected
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depth" (Howard Nemerov), "both artful and truthful" (Donald Justice), "a triumph of
controlled and understated but powerful emotion" (Anthony Hecht), and
"illuminated by a language both skewed and precise" (Walker Percy). As a poet,
Prunty—who is also the founder and director of the Sewanee Writers'
Conference—has been praised for "his powerful imagination in the specifics of
ordinary details, suggesting persuasively that the near at hand is as unexplored
and full of wonder as the far ends of the universe" ( Publishers Weekly) and called
"one of the most gifted and technically accomplished American poets of the postWorld War II generation" ( Southern Review). An elegant overview of his career
until now, Unarmed and DANGEROUS: New and Selected Poems features selections
from Wyatt Prunty's five previous books— The Times Between (1982); What
Women Know, What Men Believe (1986); Balance as Belief (1989); Run of the
House (1993); and Since the Noon Mail Stopped (1997), all published by the Johns
Hopkins University Press—as well as new poems that demonstrate the poet's wideranging and sympathetic imagination. Prunty's new work includes moving
evocations of childhood ("A Child's Christmas in Georgia, 1953"), richly detailed
poems about ordinary people and situations ("The Downtown Bus"), and even a
probing meditation on the fairy tale "Jack and the Beanstalk" ("Annals of Jack").
Together, the poems gathered in this volume afford a clear portrait of a major
American poet whose distinctive voice and vision have earned him the admiration
and respect of such contemporaries as Richard Wilbur, X. J. Kennedy, and Mark
Strand and marked him as "a writer who has mastered his craft, [a] poet [who] can
look at the life most of us take for granted and show us what is most real, most
precious in it" ( The Commercial Appeal).

Multitudinous Heart
Collects poems from one hundred poets from the past century, including pieces
from W.H. Auden, Federico Garcâia Lorca, and Maria Rilke.

Mark Strand Selected Poems
Poems in both metered and free verse explore diverse topics, including aging,
poetry, loss, and childhood

Selected poems
Now in rich color, thirty of American painter Edward Hopper’s masterpieces with
critiques from acclaimed poet Mark Strand. Strand deftly illuminates the work of
the frequently misunderstood American painter, whose enigmatic paintings—of gas
stations, storefronts, cafeterias, and hotel rooms—number among the most
powerful of our time. In brief but wonderfully compelling comments accompanying
each painting, the elegant expressiveness of Strand’s language is put to the
service of Hopper’s visual world. The result is a singularly illuminating presentation
of the work of one of America’s best-known artists. Strand shows us how the formal
elements of the paintings—geometrical shapes pointing beyond the canvas, light
from unseen sources—locate the viewer, as he says, “in a virtual space where the
influence and availability of feeling predominate.” An unforgettable combination of
prose and painting in their highest forms, this book is a must for poetry and art
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lovers alike. From the Hardcover edition.

Selected Poems
The Weather of Words
"A collection of all of the poet Mark Strand's previously published poems."--

Another Republic
By the author of Sleeping With One Eye Open. Mark Strand's poetry explores the
realities of dreams and in this work, his surrealism has made way for more defined
intentions. In 1990, Strand was nominated Poet Laureate of the United States.

Travelling in the Family
James Merrill’s audacious and dazzling epic poem, The Changing Light at Sandover,
remains as startling today as when it first emerged in separate volumes over a
period of several years. Individual parts won the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award, and the entire poem, when it was collected into one volume in 1982,
won the National Book Critics Circle Award. It is now an American classic, here in a
definitive new hardcover edition that includes Voices from Sandover, Merrill’s
recasting of the poem for the stage. The book carries us to the scene of Merrill’s
Ouija board sessions with his partner, David Jackson—the candlelit Stonington
dining room with its flame-colored walls and the famous Willowware cup they used
as a pointer in their occult travels. In a shimmering interplay of verse forms, Merrill
set down their extended conversations with their familiar and guide, Ephraim (a
first-century Greek Jew), W. H. Auden, W. B. Yeats, Plato, a brilliant peacock named
Mirabell, and other old friends who had passed to the other side. JM (whom the
spirits call “scribe”) and DJ (“hand”) are also introduced to the lonely eminence
God B (“God Biology”), his sister Mother Nature, and a host of angels and lesser
residents of the empyrean who are variously involved in the ways of this world.
The laughter, the missteps, and the schoolroom frustrations of the earthly pair’s
gradual enlightenment make this otherworldly journey, finally, and utterly human
one. A unique exploration of the writer’s role in a postatomic, postreligious age,
Sandover has been compared to the work of Yeats, Proust, Milton, and Blake.
Merrill’s tale of the joys and tragedies of man’s powers, and his message about the
importance of our endangered efforts to make a good life on earth, will stand as
one of the most profound experiences available to readers of poetry.

Reasons for Moving ; Darker ; and The Sargentville Notebook
Though universally acclaimed for his dazzling fictions, Jorge Luis Borges always
considered himself first and foremost a poet. This new bilingual selection brings
together some two hundred poems -- the largest collection of Borges' poetry ever
assembled in English, including scores of poems never previously translated.
Edited by Alexander Coleman, the selection draws from a lifetime's work -- from
Borges' first published volume of verse, Fervor de Buenos Aires (1923), to his final
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work, Los conjurados, published just a year before his death in 1986. Throughout
this unique collection the brilliance of the Spanish originals is matched by luminous
English versions by a remarkable cast of translators, including Robert Fitzgerald,
Stephen Kessler, W. S. Merwin, Alastair Reid, Mark Strand, Charles Tomlinson, and
John Updike.

18 Poems from the Quechua
Strong Is Your Hold
"A collection of all of the poet Mark Strand's previously published poems"--

The Story of Our Lives
Art of the Real: Nine American Figurative Painters
Poems explore the nature of emptiness, existence, meaning, and our relationship
to the world
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